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Sample question four:  form completion

Task description

You will be provided with an incomplete form which covers information
from the listening text. Your task is to complete the gaps in three words or
fewer.

The information in the form will be presented in the same order as the
information you hear. In other words, you will hear the answer to question
one before the answer to question two. So it is very important that you use
the time given to look at the question booklet to try and work out the order
that you will hear the required information. In the case below, the
questions are ordered vertically through the days of the week not
horizontally. So you can expect to hear information about Monday first,
then Tuesday etc. rather than mornings first then afternoons, evenings etc.

Sample task

Complete the form. Write no more than three words for each answer.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursda
y

Friday

Morning
7-9

Observe
group A

…  (2) … Teach
group A

... (5)… Teach
group A

Morning
9 -11

…  (1) … Teach
group B

Observe
group A

... (6) … Observe
group A

Afternoon Prepare
lessons

... (3)... ... (4)... Prepare
lessons

Prepare
lessons

Evening welcoming
dinner

dinner
floating
restaurant

Dinner with
students

No
plans

travel by …
(7) …  to
Vung Tau

Answer Key
1. Teach group A
2. Observe group B
3. Prepare lessons
4. City tour
5. Teach group B
6. Observe group B
7. Bus



Sample question five:  sentence completion

Task description

You will be provided with a number of incomplete statements which you
need to complete using information from the listening text. Generally you
must complete the statement in three words or fewer, but confirm this with
the instructions.

The questions will be presented in the same order as the answers in the
listening text. In other words, you will hear the answer to question one
before the answer to question two.

Sample task

Complete the notes using no more than three words.

1. In the mornings the student teachers will  … … … … … … … … … ..

2. student teachers could be teaching large classes with up to
… … … … … … ..

3. Discussion groups are quite difficult to arrange in Vietnamese
classes but not … … … … … … ..

Answer Key
1. teach and observe
2. 70 students
3. impossible



Sample question six:  short answer questions

Task description

You will be provided with a number of questions which you have to
answer. Generally your answers must be in three words or fewer, but
confirm this with the instructions.

Sample task

Answer the questions using no more than three words

1. How many campuses does the Centre for Foreign Languages
have?

2. How many hours does each lesson run for?

3. What will Cathy Jones talk about?

Answer Key
1. 12
2. 4
3. non-teaching arrangements/accommodation, sight-

seeing, etc
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